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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Today we're going to talk about how Cytiva is with our customers from discovery to delivery. It is our expert talent, differentiated business, and Danaher Business System toolkit and mindset that helps us deliver results in a rich and expanding biologics market. Now combined with Pall Life Sciences, our united business delivers on what our customers have been asking for: a company with breadth, depth, and scale of expertise and portfolio; one that’s easier to do business with, and can be a strategic partner in their efforts to develop and commercialize therapeutics. 
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Mission
Our mission is to advance and 
accelerate therapeutics.
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Vision
Our vision is a world in which access 
to life-changing therapies transforms 
human health.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
With rapid innovation and the ever-growing patient demand for precise, personalized, and effective therapeutics, Cytiva keeps this vision at the center of our business: A world in which access to life-changing therapies transforms human health. Our contribution to that vision is a mission to advance and accelerate therapeutics.
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Preclinical PI PII PIII
Commercial 

and post launch

Drug discovery, protein research, translational research, and genomics

Manufacturing solutions

Diagnostics and drug 
delivery applications

Process design 
and validation 

services

Equipment 
services

Automation, digital 
and learning solutions

Manufacturing 
capacity solutions

Supporting customers at every phase

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We pride ourselves on the breadth, depth, and scale of expertise and support we can offer our customers at every stage of their journey – from discovery to delivery. Our product portfolio serves academia, research, and biopharma companies of every size from pre-clinical pipeline research right through to commercial-scale manufacturing. We even support healthcare providers, patients and clinicians in diagnosing and treating patients at the other end of a therapy’s lifecycle, assisting in the design and development of diagnostic tests including in vitro and point of care immunoassays, as well as our medical critical contaminant applications for hospital environments. We have exceptional talent worldwide that can help you make the most of that technology – adding value above and beyond the products we provide at every step of your journey.Process design & validation services: Allow customers to retain their IP at the end of a project (not offered by competitors)Global labs containing fully integrated manufacturing solutionsIndustry recognized technical expertsAutomation, digital and learning solutions: Digital twin technology for downstream processing allowing for 6-sigma process capability in 2 monthsProcess LifeCycle management for flexible manufacturing resulting in reduced PCO and transfer time & cost by 30%Manufacturing capacity solutions: Ability to offer flexible and configurable biomanufacturing  solutions for a market leading bioprocess product portfolio 25% faster time to market for therapeutic development (7-12 months from contract signature to biomanufacturing platform)Equipment services: Industry recognized OptiRun brand & >95% NPSBreadth of experience with >600 customer-focused FSEs with 1600 hours of training &10 yrs of experience on averageFootprint … >100k installed products in over 130 countries
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Pall + Cytiva—Deep expertise and global scale

16 000
associates in 
40+ countries

4
key hubs

36
manufacturing 

sites

23 
R&D and 

innovation centers

96%
customer 

satisfaction 
for service

> 100
FlexFactory™ and 
KUBio™ facilities

> 4000
commercial 

associates serving 
100+ countries

Applying Danaher Business System to continuously improve customer satisfaction

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Now including life science experts, products, and services from Pall, Cytiva brings a wealth of domain expertise, customer intimacy, scale, global reach/footprint and completeness of portfolio to help our customers commercialize the next generation of therapeutics. Both companies have a rich heritage in the life sciences industry – bringing together two powerhouses allows us to deliver an even stronger:Global reach and footprintto support our customers around the worldFocused innovation�with industry-leading expertiseCustomer experience�optimized to improve ease of doing businessComplete solutions�with the broadest portfolio across workflows for all modalitiesComprising the Biotechnology Group under Danaher, we are constantly applying DBS thinking into our day-to-day and big-picture strategic thinking, to ensure we’re delivering for our customers and making it easier to do business with us. 
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Technologies for research and discovery

Enabling researchers to investigate and develop life-changing therapeutics

Sample prep and filtration, reagents, stock solutions  and buffers

Services and support

Drug 
discovery

From research 
to delivery

Isolation and sequencing Cell culture Purification Analysis

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Our lab scale products and solutions enable researchers to make discoveries and medical breakthroughs. We offer a range of trusted tools and technologies including ÄKTA chromatology systems and lab scale resins for protein purification, Biacore and the Amersham portfolio delivering e.g., solutions for impurity detection and analysis. Together with sample prep, filtration and other consumables from Pall we offer one of the widest portfolios for researches to investigate and develop life-changing therapeutics.
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Drug 
delivery

Cell culture seed train 
and production

Complete solutions for mAbs

Majority of mAbs approved by the FDA in 2020 use Cytiva technologies in manufacture

Research & 
Drug 

discovery

Clarification and 
bioburden 
filtration

Capture Virus 
inactivation

Polishing Fluid 
management

Virus 
filtration Formulation

Sterile filtration 
and bulk fill

Drug product 
fill

Services and support

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Cytiva supports customers at every stage of a molecule’s journey, from discovery to delivery.We offer lab-scale research and development tools and technologies—combined by parts of Cytiva and Pall Life Sciences including lab ÄKTA and Biacore—to create one of the world’s largest and most differentiated portfolios for drug discovery including tools and technologies for protein research, genomic research, and lab filtration for diagnostics, QA testing, and filtration. We championed the introduction of single-use technologies for the research, development and manufacture of mAbs, recognizing its potential as a faster and more flexible alternative to traditional stainless steel production, and remain a recognized expert in antibody purification. With Pall Life Sciences technology, our mAb workflow is a true end-to-end offering for manufacturing of these therapies – offering everything you need from discovery to delivery. That includes filtration technologies used in medical applications for final delivery of these drugs to patients in the clinic. Not only that, but we offer technical knowledge every step of the way, and bring that expertise to our customers to optimize and accelerate their processes. And with that complete portfolio, we can focus on creating digital tools that transform bioprocessing workflows, reduce risk, and take cost and time out of customers’ operations. 
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Complete solutions for mRNA

Pall Life Sciences and Cytiva technology used in majority of approved mRNA vaccines

mRNA 
synthesis

Conditioning, capture and 
polishing

LNP formulation Fill-finishResearch & 
Drug discovery

Services and support

Plasmid 
manufacturing

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Our deep understanding of not only different steps in our customers’ workflows but also different molecules enables us to take this same start-to-finish approach with other novel therapeutics. With the explosive growth of mRNA therapies in the pipeline, we can apply many of the same technologies and processes and tailor the approach/products to fit a new approach to medicine. The science is moving fast: We are building off our existing strengths in supply chain, training, regulatory understanding to help our customers prepare for scale, so they don’t lose any time in between early discovery, clinical trials and commercialization stages.  We share your excitement and optimism about the future of mRNA – Cytiva has created an mRNA team within our genomic medicine business to provide focused attention to the innovation, support and services we provide to customers working on these therapies. We can be there at the beginning, follow the molecule, grow the scale, dependably provide the expertise, consumables and technology, and help you bring these therapies to patients faster.
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Complete solutions for viral vectors

Pall Life Sciences and Cytiva technology used in majority of approved gene therapies

Research & 
Drug 

discovery
Fill-finishSterile 

filtrationPolishingCaptureTFF 1ClarificationCell culture seed train and productionAAV Cell line 
development

TFF 
Formulation

Services and support

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
For viral vector manufacturing, we’re taking our mAb bioreactors and developing specialized products like the iCELLis – the ONLY such bioreactor in the space. That means even providing options for manufacturing methods – here, you see we can support a suspension or adherent workflow - as our customers explore and develop their process with cost, scalability, and efficiency in mind. We also acquired CEVEC in 2022, which is the only provider of cell line development for viral vectors, and will help us provide that end-to-end expertise and suite of services our customers need to bring these genomic medicines to market in a scalable, efficient way.
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Complete solutions for cell therapies

6 out of 7 approved CAR T cell therapies include Cytiva solutions

Cell isolationSource material
Gene 

transfer
Cell 

expansion
Cryopreservation 

and logistics
Reformulation

Cell harvest and 
formulation

Research & 
Drug 

discovery

Services and support

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
CAR T cell therapies have proven to be extremely effective for patients with blood cancers and are expected to bring major improvements to many other cancer treatments over the next decade, with other indications also being pursued.10 years ago we started working with Nat’l Cancer Institute and U Penn– setting up a dedicated business unit and dedicated product, to take our Bioprocess products and make them fit for purpose, for the cell therapy workflow. As a result, we now have the most complete, modular, and scalable workflow for CAR-T manufacturing, and we are the only partner with a true Enterprise solution. We are designed-in to the majority of FDA-approved cell therapies. And we think this is great validation of our repeating or applying our strategic approach – providing customers with complete workflows and solutions just like we learned from mAbsWe continue to invest! We are conscious that challenges like cost and logistics remain … before these therapies become mainstream. You’ll see examples in later slides of how we’re innovating – internally AND with the industry – to solve some of these challenges more quickly.
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Innovating to support future therapeutics

Products Services

Allegro™ Connect 
systems

ÄKTA oligosynt™

Collaborations

VIA Capsule™

AAV cell line development

Mechanistic modeling

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Of course, we must remain agile to adapt to the changing life sciences ecosystem and needs of our customers. So we are innovating constantly in a number of different ways to continue advancing new therapies. One way is through product and workflow innovation. With the AKTA oligosynth, we are serving new areas of therapeutic development like ASO gene therapies. Our Allegro Connect systems deliver enhanced process and risk control through the full automation of unit operations that combine to support therapeutic production. In late 2022, we launched three new systems – the depth filtration, virus filtration, and bulk fill system – to join the buffer management system, simplifying the creation of manufacturing workflows. And finally, we’ve looked beyond the lab and cleanroom to address broader challenges such as logistics and shipping when it comes to transporting highly sensitive and personalized cell therapies to the clinic for delivery to the patient. The VIA Capsule is a liquid nitrogen-free cryogenic shipment system that provides a more controlled way to ship life-saving CAR-T doses from the lab to the patient. We also look for external opportunities to build on our workflow and portfolio services – most recently with the acquisition of a cell line development service specifically designed for viral vector production, and a mechanistic modeling service to enhance process development and scale-up operations for our customers. And finally, we form relationships with industry peers to cultivate progress faster than we’d be able to do alone in a vacuum.  Establishing critical development services for future therapeuticsCytiva cofounded Landmark Bio alongside academic and industry partners to advance and remove barriers to manufacturing technologies and accelerate novel cell and gene-based therapies.Delivering access to life-changing therapiesCytiva and Caring Cross, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, have agreed to contribute their respective expertise to develop a CAR-T cell therapy for people with HIV. Accelerating speed to market and driving cost-efficient manufacturing infrastructureCytiva and Bayer are collaborating to develop the first modular end-to-end manufacturing platform for allogeneic cell therapies. It’s a multi-year development agreement to meet the global industry’s growing demand as cell therapies advance from the laboratory to the clinic. Focus is on manufacturing speed, flexibility and a robust “plug and play” operating environment. 
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Delivering on sustainability targets

Responsible 
sourcing

suppliers rated by EcoVadis by 2030

Evolving plastics 
and packaging

- elimination of Styrofoam (polystyrene) by 2025

Reducing carbon 
emissions

absolute reduction in CO2e emissions to include 
100% renewable electricity by 2025

Design for 
sustainability

of new products integrating 
sustainability into design since 2022 

Learn more at 
cytiva.com/sustainability

100% 

100% 

35% 

85% 

- single use plastics accepted for recycling by 2030

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Although Cytiva is new(er) to Sustainability, our commitment is ambitious and tangible. We use the term ‘Designing in’ sustainability to talk about our initiatives – it means that we apply intentional decision-making throughout all processes to incorporate sustainability into our business. That focus captures three opportunities for positive impact – for people, for our planet, and for our business. Many of the sustainability targets we have set are in direct response to what we’ve heard our customers asking for – we know about 80% of our strategic customers have targets for climate, circularity, and waste that depend on the action and transparency of their leading suppliers. We aim to deliver on their expectations. Here are a few of the targets we’ve committed to:Reducing carbon emissions: Cytiva is working across the value chain to reduce Carbon emissions from manufacturing to supply chain. By 2025, we aim to reduce our CO2 emissions by 35%, and have 100% renewable electricity at our manufacturing sites. Evolving plastics & packaging: - We are eliminating polystyrene (Styrofoam) from our packaging and replacing it with plant-based alternatives that will be zero fossil fuel-based and 100% recyclable to take waste out of our – and our customers’ – supply chain. - We’re also working to close the loop on plastic use across our value chain, introducing alternatives to plastics and recycled plastics in new products. We’ve teamed up with TerraCycle® to collect and recycle used filtrations devices from our customers and that program has since expanded into nine countries.Responsible sourcing: We aim to grow alongside suppliers that share our high standards. Our responsible sourcing program creates a chain of suppliers that are transparent about their environmental and social impacts. We use EcoVadis assessment tool to help us gauge their performance, and aim to have 85% of suppliers rated by that tool by 2030.Design for sustainability: In 2022, we rolled out our sustainability framework for designing new products. Built on an ‘inspired by nature’ model, this process helps us evaluate immaterial choices critical to improving circularity, especially plastics, and is now embedded into our new product design across the business. This model is being scaled across the broader Danaher Group. We are proud to have an EcoVadis Platinum rating supports our supply chain.  LRQA supports our commitment to ISO 14001. And of course we support the United Nations Global Compact and Sustainable Development Goals. You can learn more about these initiatives and others through our annual sustainability report, which I’m happy to share with you. 
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Part of Danaher: a focused science and technology leader

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Cytiva, now including Pall Life Sciences, forms the Biotechnology reporting sector for DHR. We are complemented by the Life Sciences and Diagnostics businesses. We are powered by DBS, which enables us to drive operating across our business for our customers. 
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Face your
challenges 
together 
with Cytiva.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We look forward to discussing how Cytiva can support your organizations’ goals. 
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Cytiva and the Drop logo are trademarks of Life Sciences IP Holdings Corp. or an affiliate doing business as Cytiva.
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